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ABSTRACT

THE PASSAGE or BUDDHA IN THE WORK OF ODILON REDON

By

Yuan-Ling Peng

Although the complex variety ofRedon's subjects has been characterized as

syntheticism ofreligious subjects, there exists no adequate study ofhow the imagery of

Buddha andBuddhist concepts wencexpressedinhis artandwritings. Thisthesis argues

that the tenets ofBuddhism provide a valuable framework for his stylistic transition from

his dedication to black and white images to color.

The Introduction summarizes the role ofthe Buddha imagery in the creation of

Redon's mysticism. Chapter one traces the introduction and the development ofBuddhist

studies and activities in the late 19th-century France ranging from the scholarly to the

popular. Chapter two studies Redon's early lithographs of Buddha images in his "noir"

style as they related to the pantheism presented in Gustave Flaubert'sW

Anthony Chapterthree linksthechangeinRedon‘s interestincolortohiscontactswith

the young generation of artists known as the Nabis and Theosophical idea through the

study ofhis later images ofBuddha The conclusion notes that the personal path of

Redon's art parallels that which the artist understood the Buddha to have taken.
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Introduction

 The art ofOdilon Redon is considered mysterious, enigmatic, visionary and

suggestive, which expresses his spiritual meditation through personal symbols. Stephane

Mallarme praised Redon as "a seeker ofa mystery."1 Maurice Denis claimed that "c'est

la pensee dc Redon..qui determina dans un sens spiritualiste l'evolution d'art en 1890."2

For Maurice Denis, what Redon brought to the artists of 1890—particularly the Nabis-

was ”an element ofthe mystic or esoteric."3 In his own words, Redon explained his  
notions ofmysticism on art: ”The sense ofmystery lies in always being in the equivocal,

in double and triple aspects, in the surmisal ofaspects (images within images), forms

which will come into being, or which will exist in accordance with the state ofmind of

the spectator."4 According to Redon, the subject matter ofa picture was to be suggested

rather than understood Forms were not intended as concrete signs of ideas or emotions,

but rather as ambiguous evocations ofthem. All forms or images were thus to be

intriguingly transformed into private symbols ofan artist who sought to evoke an inner

spiritual depth. Flowers, severed heads, disembodied eyes as well as mythological and

religious figures were among the objects that Redon transformed into private symbols

and repeated throughout his career.

 

lSven Loevgren,Wm(Bloomington/ London: Indiana University,

1971) p.33

2Roger James Mesley, "The Theme ofMystic Quest in the Art ofOdilon Redon,”

(Univ.ofToronto, 1983) p. 1

3Richard Hobbs, "Odilon Redon," (Boston: New York Graphic Society,1977) p.84

4Robert Goldwater, ”Symbolism," (New York: Harper and Row, 1979) pl 15

1
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Among the complex variety of Redon's subjects, I have chosen to focus on his images

ofBuddha which be explored intensively during the 18903 and 1900s. In fact, Redon

was among the earliest artists to introduce Buddhist subjects to Western audiences in the

late 19th century. However Redon avoided traditional iconography ofBuddha Instead,

his portrayal ofBuddhaasahumanbeingwas invested with personal metaphorsand

introspection Redon was clearly intrigued by the subjective implications ofBuddha so

much so that he explored it in different media, from black-andowhite lithographs, such as

the grotesque type ofBuddha (1896) for the third lithographic series ofhmplatinnnf

mmto colorfully calm and delightful pastels, ofwhich Buddhaflanderjng

Amongflgmfl905) is an example. Alfred Percy Sinnette has defined Buddhism as "a

religion ofmysticism"5 which indicates why many aspects ofBuddhist ideologies may

correspond to Redon's esoteric aesthetics in one way or another. It is my intention to

focus on Redon's images of Buddha and explore the concepts beneath them and place

them in his aesthetics of mysticism.

Those who know Redon's art may have all been struck by the fact that during the 1890s

his style underwent a dramatic transition, in terms of media and subject matter. Not only

did his stylistic expression change from the grotesque, sinister, black-and white

lithographic works ofhis early 'noir' style to the colorful, joyous, and meditative works in

pastel or oil ofhis late works, he also evidently increased his interest in religious

subjects. The religious works which he produced after 1890 include at least 12 images of

Buddha, as well as a number ofwestern religious or mythological figures, such as Christ,

Orpheus, Apollo and Saint Sebastian, most ofthem in the form of pastels and oil

paintings, and occasionally ofblack and white lithographs ofthe ”noirs” style.

 

5Nancy Wilson Ross, Hinduism, Buddhism, Zen: An introduction to their Meaning and

their Arts. (London: Faber and Faber, 1966) p.37
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These representations of religious figures are regarded by most art historian as

demonstrating that Redon was very much a symbolist in favor ofreligious syncretism.

The young Nabi painter, Paul Ranson, for instance, juxtaposed image ofBuddha with

Christ under the title ofW(1890-1892). The Dutch Symbolist painter

Jan Toorop also included a Buddha-like idol in the background ofWwith other

religious symbols. There is no doubt that each Symbolist focused his own idea of

syncretism deriving it from various sources. In the case ofOdilon Redon, scholars such

as Michael Wilson, have attempted to relate Redon's religious syncretism to Theomphy,

with special emphasis on the impact of Edouard Schme'sW(1889). While

some scholars, like Ariane Durand, limit their attention to the influence ofRedon's

mentor, Armand Clavaud, who introduced him to a variety ofHindu, Buddhist and

Islamic literature, as well as other literary and philosophical sources from the West

between the years 1860-1880. It is apparent that from this the images ofBuddha that

Redonproducedcannotbeisolatedfiomhisotherworksandtheideasthatinformthem

With this in mind I will consider Redon's art in the light ofboth Eastern and Western

esoteric thought, in order to discover what might be the Buddhist spirit in his works.

This study will begin with an introduction ofthe development ofBuddhist studies and

activities in France in the late 19th century, including scholarly researches, the

establishment ofthe Guimet Museum and its Oriental collections, and the basic

knowledge ofBuddhism conceived by contemporary French writers and artists, that

contributed to Redon's personal understanding ofBuddhism. Chapter two deals with

Redon's early lithographs ofBuddha images in the 'noir' style, including two versions of

the lithograph Buddha ( l 895), the lithograph Buddha for Flaubert's third album

W(1896), and the color pastel Buddhit'aEniightenmentadol)

around 1900. I will discuss these Buddha images in the light of Gustave Flaubert's

pantheism presented in theMW(Paris, 1874). Other possible

sources for ideas ofBuddhism that Redon received through reading, from his friends and
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patrons, will also be included Chapter three treats Redon's post-1900 Buddha imagery in

terms ofhis involvement with occultism, theosophy and the Nabi circle. I will argue that

the stylistic transition ofBuddhist motifs from the early works to the later productions,

corresponds with Redon's spiritual passage from an ascetic mysticism to an optimistic

mysticism. I will also compare the Buddha images with other religious and mythological

figures, such as Christ, Orpheus, Apollo and Saint Sebastian, in the light of symbolic

syntheticism. Conclusion is devoted to the overall analysis ofBuddhist themes and

concepts in Redon's art.

In this study, Redon's twelve Buddha images will be analyzed plate by plate, in the

light ofreligious syncretism. One work,Wof 1900, imfortunately,

remains unknown to me, however all others are illustrated and discussed



Chapter One: Buddhism and France in the 19th century

Before 1800, French cultural historians showed little interest in Buddhism. Between

1800 and 1880, the knowledge ofBuddhism gradually increased, but remained limited to

a small group of scholars who were interested in Oriental mysticism. Three versions of

Indian, Tibetan and Chinese Buddhist texts began to be studied and translated However,

the major contribution to Buddhist research during this period was the systematic and

scientific study ofancient Indian languages in Pali and Sanskrit, especially the

publication of grammars and dictionaries, which provided the fundamental materials for

scholars to refer to in the following years. Eugene Burnouf, the French orientalist, was

the most important pioneer at this field

E. Burnouf ( 1801-1852), a professor ofthe College of France, devoted his life to the

study of ancient Indian Buddhist manuscripts. In his best known book,WM

Indianfinddhistfiim (Paris, 1884), Burnouf stressed that Indian Buddhism had to be

studied on the basis of Sanskrit texts from Nepal and the Pali texts fi'om Ceylon.6 He

translated Mahayana Sanskrit texts into French and worked on Pali grammars. The first

Pali grammar in French was written by him in 1862, with the cooperation of the German

orientalist, Christian Lassen (1800-1876), under the titleW117 His

contributions to the translations oftexts and grammar paved the way for later scholars to

pursue on the subject ofBuddhism.

 

6J.W.de Jong, ”A BriefHistory ofBuddhist Studies in Europe and America," (Delhi: Sri

Satguru, 1987) p.20

7Willian Peiris, "The Western Contribution to Buddhism," (DelhizMontilal Banarsidass,

1973) p. 162
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The abundant collections of Pali manuscripts gathered by P.Grimblot, the French

consul in Ceylon from 1859-1863, made Indian Buddhist texts accessible to European

scholars.8 The first scholar to use the manuscripts was LP. Minaev (1840-1890). In

1872, Minaev published a Pali grammar which acquired world-wide recognition and was

translated into French and English9 Three years later, the first Pali dictionary was

published in 1875, written by Robert Caesar Childers (1838-1876):W

Izrrlilnrrrurmrae10

There were a few scholars who were dedicated to studying Tibetan Buddhism and

Chinese sources ofBuddhist literature. The first French translation ofa Tibetan text,

mmwas published in 1847-1848 and written by Philippe Edouard Foucaux

(1811-1894).“ As to the Chinese sources ofBuddhism, two versions of the popular

legends,Wand HsigaL-shi. were translated into French respectively in 1863 and

1857-1858, which focus more on the imaginary aspects ofBuddhist legends. ‘2

From 1880 onwards, the translations and the interpretations ofBuddhist Pali and

Sanskrit texts increased The increased number of scholars devoted themselves to

Buddhist studies resulted in some disputes between them. Scholars, like Emile Senart,

tended to assimilate both historical and mythic aspects ofBuddhism; while others, like

Hermann Oldenberg, focused on the comparison between Buddhism and other ancient

Indian religions, such as Brahamanism, Yoga and Vedis. These diverse arguments

undoubtedly deepened and extended the knowledge ofBuddhism.

Emile Senart was one ofthe leading scholars in Buddhist studies at that time. In Essai

MW(1882), he explained the myth ofthe Buddha as a product of

 

8Jong, p. 18

9Jong, p.18

10Jong, p. 19

nPeiris, p. 163

l2rang, p.22
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India, and its religious concepts contained both legendary and historical elements.

Senart's method was distinguished from the current popular ideas which tended to

identify Buddhist gods with naturalistic phenomena, such as the sun, clouds, and

lightning, regardless ofany historical evidence. 13 However, Senart also adopted certain

popular ideas by relating the Buddha to the solar hero, ”the luminous example ofall

earthly heroes” - before the Buddha's birth he was the supreme god, and he descended

from heaven as a luminous god‘4 In this way he explained all twelve episodes of

Buddha's life. Senart's interpretations ofBuddha basically derived from Sanskrit

Mahayana15 In his edition oftheMahansnl. Senartalso pointed outthatapopular

Buddhism aimed to heighten the happiness in this world in order to be reborn in heaven

alter death, rather than to achieve Nirvana or to meditate on the casual chain His

notions ofBuddhism were close to the essence ofMahayana, popular in China, Korea

and Japan.

On the other hand, the German orientalist Hermann Oldenberg (1854-1920), took a

rather "comparative” approach to Buddhist studies. Unlike Senart's sources from Sanskrit

Mahayana, he tended to adopt the concepts from the Pali text. He was convinced that

Guatama Buddha was a real human being. He tried to prove it by the comparison of

sources.” InWWWTUA1311).

Oldenberg stressed the relations between Branmanism and Buddhism. ‘7 He pointed out

some similarities between Brahman and Buddhist ideas, such as desire, the dualism

between the sufferings ofhuman existence and deliverance, the resolution of opposites,

 

13long, p.25-26

MSenart identified the Buddha as the Mahaourusa, the Cakravartin, cited from long, p.26

lsPeinis, p. 163

16Peiris, p.93, Ordenberg tended to adopt the ideas from the Pali tradition

1"Unlike Senart, Ordenberg paid less attention on the legendary aspect ofthe Buddha

see Peiris, p.93
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thedoctrineofkarman,theascetic way oflifeandnirvana.18 Oldenbergassertedthatthe

true nature ofBuddhism lies in self-salvation and nirvana, in contrast with the universal

salvation ofMahayana” Ordenberg's idea was close to the other brand ofBuddhism,

I-Iinayana, papular in Ceylon, Burma, Cambodia and Thailand His book was a great

success. It is published in seven editions and translated into French by A. Foucher in

1894.20

Besides debates on the relations between Braharnanism and Buddhism, many scholars

participated in the analysis ofBuddhist relations with Yoga, Vedism, and other Hindu

religions. Some scholars reduced Buddhism to a branch ofthose old Indian religions, as

did Sernart; while others did not Chinese sources ofBuddhist texts were also analyzed

In 1881 Max Muller published one ofthe most famous texts ofMahayana Buddhism,

WTwoyears later he published the sacred texts ofthe Pure Land School in

China and Japan However, the intensive studies ofMahayana Buddhism had to wait

until the early 20th century.

The discovery ofBuddhist sacred scriptures in Central Asia at the turn ofthe century

sped up the studies ofthe Mahayana Buddhism. A number ofBuddhist expeditions to

Central Asian were organized by Western scholars during the first two decades ofthe

20th century: three British expeditions during 1900-1916, four German expeditions

during 1902-1914, a French expedition led by P. Pelliot in 1906-1908, and three Russian

expeditions during 1898-1915.21 Owing to these expeditions, Buddhist manuscripts in

Sanskrit, Kuchean, Agnean, Khotanese, Sogdian, Uigur, Tibetan, and Chinese arrived in

great numbers in Paris, London, Berlin and St. Petersburg. A variety ofMahayana

schools became the most focal point ofBuddhist studies. The French scholar Sylvain

 

18long, p.31-32

19long, p.35-36

20l’eiris, p.94

2llong, p.38-39
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Levi declared the Chinese and Tibetan sources were indispensable for the study of

Buddhism.22 Louis de la Poussin also stressed that without the study ofChinese sources

no definite conclusions could be reached”

The last two decades of the 19th century not only witnessed a progress on scholarly

research into Buddhism, but more and more collectors, writers and artists began to turn

their eyes to Oriental religions as an alternative way ofthinking. The scholarly research

ofBuddhism was mainly known to a handful ofscholars in this specific field, while

growing enthusiasm in Japanese culture in the second halfof 19th century brought the

knowledge ofBuddhist art to wider European audiences. This was due to the

contributions ofthe publication ofencyclopedia on Japanese religions edited by

Hoffman, the public exhibition ofBuddhist arts in the Guimet Museum, and the

Universal Exposition ofParis in 1878 and 1889.

The first encyclopedia on Japanese civilization was edited in 1832 by Siebold under

the titleWWW”However, the subject

ofJapanese religions was not edited until 1851 when Hoffman, a successor of Siebold,

published Eamhesmmflinmn. which included a very important iconographical

interpretation of Japanese Buddhism ofthe 17th and 18th century.”

The opening ofthe Japanese market to the West marks an important turning point for

the dispersal ofJapanese culture in Europe. In 1858, the United States, England and

France negotiated with Japan to sign the commercial treaties one afier another.

Following these commercial exchanges between Japan and European countries became

frequent. Along with the luxurious products, such as porcelain and lacquer, a variety of

 

22long, p.40

23‘Jong, p.43

24 Jean-Francois Jarriage, "Le pantheon bouddhique au Japan-collections d'Emile

Guimet," p. 18, introduction to the Guimet Museum

25Jarriage, p. 19
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Buddhist arts including woodcut prints and sculptured statures were also brought back by

merchants and travelers in an effort to expand existing knowledge ofJapanese religions.

Once these Buddhist works ofart were displayed in public exhibitions, they became very

valuable sources for the enthusiasts to appreciates the styles and iconography.

One ofthe most important collectors to bring back and introduce Buddhist art to

France is Emile Guimet (1836-1918). Guimet was an wealthy industrialist who was

fascinated by the art and religions ofthe Far East In 1876, he was charged with a

mission from the Ministry ofthe Public Instruction to study Far Eastern religions

overseas. He traveled to Japan, passing through China and India, collecting hundreds of

Buddhist works of art from the countries he visited The Buddhist collection acquired

from that voyage was mainly from the 18th-and-l9th century, with a few from the 17th

century, including "plus de trois cents peintures Japonaises religieuses, six cents statues

divines et une collection de plus de mille volumes-ceux-ci, depuis lors, ajoute-t-il,

soigneusement catalogue's en chinois et japonais ou en francais".26 In 1879 Guimet

established an Oriental art museum in Lyons, exhibiting the religions objects he had

collected In 1885 the major holdings were transferred to Paris, where it remains today.

The introduction to Nonmxpmatiye. stated that the goals and the contents ofthe

Guimet Museum. In short, the Museum was aimed to "compose d’objets religieux,

representations divines, ustensiles servant aux cultes, manuscrits sacres...."27 It

contained religious objects from India, China, Japan, Egypt and Greece. A variety of

deities, such as Siva, Confucius, Buddha, Isis, Zeus and Osiris, were all counted in

Guimet's collections. In addition, the museum also included a library containing works

of "sanskrits, tamouls, singalais, chinois, japonais ct europeens traitant particulierement

les questions religieuses'as, and a place where Asian students could study French, and

 

”Janiage, p.26

27Jarriage, p.33

23rarriage, p.33
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the European could study the Oriental languages. Guimet's collection and its educational

facilities provided a opportunity for the public to appreciate and understand Buddhist art

from different countries and periods, in various styles hitherto unknown

A selection ofthe religious works from Guimet Museum was exhibited in the

Japanese section at the Universal Exposition ofParis in 1878. A number ofJapanese

paintings and sculptures on Buddhist subjects were displayed, including a facsimile of a

mandala ofKobo-Daishi at Too-ji (toji), some scrolls depicting religious legends and

priest portraits, and religious kakemonos depicting Kannon and the six Rakans29, such as

thenadkannonnoatinannrham andW”Afew

religious paintings and sculpture from China, India, and Southeast Asia were also

represented In addition, the Guimet museum also provided a catalogue listing the

works, which was compiled and published under the direction ofthe Japanese

commission“ Although Japanese art was the focal attraction in the 1878 World Fair,

some Buddhist paintings, Kano, Toso, and Rimpa screen paintings, and Nanga scroll and

album painting were included These received rather cool and reserved responses,

compared to that received by Japanese collection.32

In the 1889 International Exhibition of Paris, Japanese art was again represented The

products while similar to those in previous exhibitions were ofan inferior quality.33

Other than scholars and collectors, those who were most keenly interested in Oriental

religions were writers and artists. Partly because ofthe dissatisfaction with the materialist

 

2S’Elisa Evett, "The Critical Reception ofJapanese Art in the late Nineteenth Century

Europe," (Ann Arbor: U.M.I. Research Press, 1982) p. 12

3”P.Floyd, "Japonesme" in context: documentation, criticism, aesthetic reactions,”

vol. l,p.1 18

31see P.Floyd, appendix E for a summary ofthe pictorial works exhibited in Guimet‘s

display

32see Evett, p. 11, according to Ray Isay in his "Panorama des expositions uniserselles“:

"L'Exposition apparut comme un prodigieux, un pristigieux voyage en Asie."

”P.Floyd, vol. I PT.1 p,122
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Positivist view ofthe world, and partly because ofthe religious uneasiness ofthe time

since the traditional Christian beliefs were no longer seen as a self-evident dogma, those

writers and artists turned to Oriental religions as an alternative way ofdrinking. This so-

called Fin-dc Siecle period witnessed two general reactions of spiritual phenomenon

among literary and artistic circles. The first reaction was to return to orthodox

Catholicism in the guise of aestheticized idealism ad a solution for the prevalent

decadent air, exemplified by J. K l-Iuysmans.34 The other was to synthesized the

Western and Eastern religions as an ultimate salvation for the soul, which was the goal of

Theosophy.

J. K Huysmans, the so-called "decadent” writer in Symbolist literature, was a crucial

figure in the first reaction He once claimed: " It was through a glimpse ofthe

supernatural ofevil that I first obtained insight into the supernatural ofgood, The one

derived from the other."35 It was after he ended his struggle with Satanism that he found

his inner peace in orthodox Catholicism. As to the visual arts, the Salon de la Rose+

Croix, a new group founded by Sar Peladan during 1892-1897, served as an art exhibition

for the Rosicrucian occultists to promote a kind of art with mystical and Catholic themes

in 18903. In fact before Peladan's establishment of Salon de la Rose+ Croix in 1892, the

original Rosicrucianism supported by Stanislas de Guaita was unorthodoxical and

maintained its Buddhist and Freemasion orientation“5 The Peladan's 1892 separation

exposed the tension between two different approaches among Catholic believers-one

insisted on orthodox Catholicism; the other tried to integrate other religions into Catholic

 

34In 1884, J.KHuysmans published his novel under the title AReme’, This book

reflected many aspects of Symbolist concepts. It also described the current decadent

tendency in both literature and visual art at the beginning ofthe 18805. Ofthe decadent

artists, Redon's works were mentioned see Loevgren, p.27-29

3SLoevgr'en, p.54

36Edward Lucie-Smith, "Symbolist Art," (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1972),

p. 109-126
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concepts for solution Many symbolist artists, such as Maurice Denis, Emile Bernard,

Paul Serusier, and others, experimented with various religions in their search for ultimate

Truth but all experienced a religions crisis, and eventually converted to Catholicism.

The second reaction was to search for a kind ofsynthetic religion as an expression of

a vague form ofreligions feeling, usually heavily imbued with mysticism. According to

this point ofview, the inner unity lies beneath the esoteric diversity ofhuman religions

formtheWestandtheEast, andtlremystery ofrealitycanbe intuitedonlybythesoul.

Theosophy was the most notable in this field Theosophy was established by H P.

Blavatsky in New York in 1875, and quickly spread to European countries in the

following decades. As the counterpart to the indigenously orthodox Catholicism of

Rose+Croix occultism, theosophists tried to reconcile the entire religions tradition ofthe

East and the West into a single system ofthought in order to reach the final harmony of

human spirituality. To this end, the Oriental religions, ofBuddhism, Hinduism and

Egyptian myth, were much discussed in Mme Blavatsky'sWof 1888, in the

light of esoterical religions syncretism. Blavatsky considered Buddha as 'the

Enlightened, the highest degree of knowledge, which can be acknowledged by passing

through an evolutionary process from the lowest inert matter, insect, and animal, to the

human and finally to Buddha In order to reach the highest stage ofthe evolution as a

Buddha, one has to break through the bondage of senses and acquire a complete

perception ofthe Real Self through meditation. In addition, many Buddhist symbols and

metaphors were assembled and compared with those of other religions, such has the

meanings of circle, the sacred number, etc.” To a certain extent, Blavatsky's stress on

the aspect of spiritual transcendence and evolution, and on its comparative role of

religion became the essential notion for the later Theological Buddhists.

 

37Welsh, "The Spiritual in Art: Abstract Painting 1890-1985," (New York: Abbeville),

p.66
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After a successful reception in the United States and England, the French branch of

Theosophical society was established in 1884, which followed Mme Blavatsky's doctrine

of integrating Eastern and Western religions experience into a whole universal world

religion A large number ofTheosophical publications andjournals were issued soon

after, which made the essentials ofTheosophy available to the French audience. The

Theosophical view ofBuddhism was widely circulated Alfred Percy Sinnette's Esoteric

Buddhism, for instance, had been published in eight editions between 1883-1903, and

translated into French, German, and other languages. Edouard Schure, the most

influential theosophist for symbolist writers and artists, had also published two important

articles about Buddhism inWin 18805, which focused on Buddha

and his legend38

Influenced by the religious syncretism ofTheosophy, a number ofwriters and artists,

especially those of symbolists, were drawn their attention to Eastern mysticism. Flaubert

was one ofthe exceptional literary pioneers who integrated Oriental deities, such as the

Buddha, Hindu goddesses and Isis, into his pantheist thinking to be formed inW

W(Paris, 1874) which predicts the spread ofTheosophy in Europe. The

literary figures like Stephane Mallarme, and Villiers de l'Isle-Adam, as well as the

composers Debussy and Satie, were all associated with the Theosophical group and drew

upon Oriental thought and tales.39 Edwin Arnold's poem about the Buddha, Might

ofiAsia( 1879) also received a world wide popularity.40 As for the visual arts, Paul

Gauguin, Paul Ranson, Paul Serusier, and others, synthesized the Eastern and the western

religions thought into their works. Of all the artists ofthe period, Odilon Redon was the

one who most devoted to Eastern mysticism. He was not only involved in Theosophy

 

33"Ia Legende de bouddha" and "Le bouddha et sa legende", in Revue des deux mondes,

repectively published in July 1.1885 and 1886

39Chicago Catalogue, p.222

40Willia Peiris, p.xxiv
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and the Symbolist circle but sought to touch the mystic enlightenment ofBuddha through

the portrayal ofBuddhist images and other Oriental deities in different media.

The foregoing summery makes it obvious that the interest in aspects ofBuddha in the

late19th century France ranged from the scholarly through the esoteric to the popular.

Redon was also aware ofthis new movement. He not only owned several Buddhist

books, but was familiar with Hidu literature, such as Ramayana andW His

interest in Flaubert's novel drew him to create his first Buddha images in lithograph in the

last decade of 19th century. However, his involvement in Theosophy and the Symbolist

circle brought him to seek a synthetic type of religious subject, which is evidenced in his

colorful Buddha images created in the early twenty century.



Chapter Two: The Buddha Imagery and Related Works in Redon's "Noir" Period

Redon's Buddhist subjects first appeared in the 18905 while he struggled with a

stylistic transition from his "noir" style to color. Three lithographs and one color pastel

are our works that fall in this period They are: two versions of lithograph Buddha in

1895 (figsl & 2), a lithograph Buddha in 1896 for the third series ofWm

Anthony (fig3), and a color pastelWNW(Idol) around 1900 (fig.4).

Although the last one was painted in color, these four works all shared similarities in

their composition, monster-like appearance, and sinister mood, in correspondence with

his ”noir" style in general.

These four images ofBuddha were all inspired by Gustave Flaubert's novel,

Wfrom which the captions for two prints are quotations. In

fact, when Redon produced his first Buddha lithograph in 1895, he admitted that his

knowledge ofBuddhism was still scant. In a letter of 1895 to his friend and collector

Maurice Fabre, he confessed that he did not read much about Buddha and admitted "I

have books on Buddhism that I have not yet read”‘“ The books Redon referred here are

Wby Paul Cams (1895) andWW

(1897) by Sadakichi Hartrnann.42 Since Redon admitted his deficient knowledge of

Buddhism at that time, Flaubert's IemptationgffiaimAnthony would appear to be the

primary source for the Buddha images of his "noir" style.

 

41letter from Redon to Maurice Faber, 24 July 1895; cited from Roseline Bacon, p.36

(1990)

42Chicago Catalogue, p.229 and note 52
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Flaubert'sWwasone ofRedon's favorite books. When his

friend Emile Hennequin introduced him to the novel in 1882, Redon immediately

expressed his great admiration for the book In a letter to Hennequin that same year, he

extolled: "je vous remercie de m'avoir fait lire laWaring,une

merveille litteraire et une mine pour moi."43 Redon then prepared forty lithographs in

three series to illustrate the novel that he considered to be a veritable "mine"; the amount

was about one-quarter of his total lithographic output. In addition, the captions be quoted

from the text for the print also demonstrated his fascination with Flauber's literary

expression and ideology. He claimed that "except in the case ofFlaubert or Baudelaire”,

all captions for his album were his.“

Since Redon was so fascinated with theWanddevoted so

much effort to the novel, it is necessary to examine the affinities between their works, in

terms of religious imagery and ideologies. First, I will focus on how Flaubert integrates

Buddhism into his overall concepts and then explain how Redon might be effected by it.

InWFlaubert portrays Anthony as a confused and

anguished hermit who is tormented by religious uneasiness: he is uncertain in his

Christian faith, wondering about the meaning of his ascetic way of life, and seeking other

ways ofbeing, living and believing. In a hallucinated state, after encountering tempting

visions ofthe Seven Mortal Sins, Anthony is brought by Hilarion, his former pupil, into

the religious scenes ofthe early Christians and other ancient gods, including the Buddha,

three Hindu goddesses, Isis, Orannes, Apollo, Venus, Jupiter, Bacchus, as well as some

unnamed gods and others. By confronting the parade ofthese ancient gods, Anthony

learns the intriguing truths that there are religious which have nothing to do with

Christianity, but share much with it, and which are also appealing. Then, Anthony is

 

43‘cited from Redon's letter to Hennequin (31 March,1883) published by Auriant op. cit.

from RoSelin Bacon (1956), p.77-78

“Chicago Catalogue, p.180. see chapter onW
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broughttothewingedDevilwhosweepshimintotheheavenssohecanlookdownon

the whole universe. He questions what is the purpose ofall this and the scientific

marvels produced by man, and the Devil responds: "There is no purpose." Anthony is

now in despair but then realizes that, ofthe two basic approaches to religion, intellect

and intuition, the former can not provide any definitive answer. After a long procession

oftemptations, Anthony then closely observes the minute forms of life: animals merge

into plants, and plants into the mineral world When he sees the process ofthe birth of

life and the beginning ofmovement, he realizes there is no longer a distinction between

the animate and the inanimate, He feels no fear and responds withjoy an ecstasy. Then,

with his education complete: he sees the risen sun with Christ's face at its center: "God

accepted as present throughout his creation", and Anthony finds peace in this pantheistic

vision

In the book, Flaubert is searching for his own religious truth and this is the driving

force behind the temptations and the message. His despair, his dream, and his

temptations all reveal in the text ”Instead of Saint Anthony," he claimed, ”1 am there;

the temptations was mine and not the readers."45 Redon was «eply moved by this

literary marvel", not only in a way of his hallucinatory and suggestive descriptions of

imagery, but also in his desperate searching for ultimate faith with which Redon always

had a deep compassion On the one hand, Flaubert‘s "love of indefinite words"46 echoed

Redon's ideal ofart as "...My drawings inspire, they do not define...They place the

spectator, just as Mallarme does, in the works ofthe indeterminate."47 On the other

hand, Redon transformed many mythological, religious, and monstrous figures from

Flaubert's text into his works, including Buddha, Isis, the Sphinx, the Chaldean Oannes,

Christ, and many others. In fact, the "agnostic pantheism", as Hennequin characterized

 

455cc Flaubert's letter of 1850, cited from Mead Museum Monograph, p.12

46Chicago Catalogue, p.96

47Jean Seznec, p.281
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Flaubert's comparative religion, touched Redon with something that were already part of

his mental world As Flaubert was torn between his fascination with all religions and his

inability to accept any one ofthem, Redon rendered all forms ofdeity in his works, yet

refused to let his subject become "the propaganda ofa beliefor a cult. "43, or to be

classified to any organized religion.49 It is through the processions ofgods, monsters,

and superstitions ofthe ancient world, that finally led Anthony (or Flaubert, or Redon) to

thcsolutionofhis spiritual dilemmaaswellastopenenateintothemysteryofGodman

and the universe.

As to the Buddha, in Flaubert's text, he was one ofthe varied ancient gods in

procession Flaubert portrayed the Buddha, with his grand charity, as a savior ofall

mankind In order to free the world, he wished to be born among men He was born a

noble prince with all wisdom and wealth But the sight ofman's suffering and world's

misery turned him away from pleasure. He indulged himself in the Brahman scripture

and lived a secluded and ascetic life. Then after conquering the temptations ofthe

Demon, he was able to live with virtue in all circumstances, and ”penetrated into the four

spheres ofthe invisible world".-"0 This was at the heart of his enlightenment.

"Intelligence became mine! I became the Buddha!"51 He preaches the law to all of

people, and his mission is completed

In this short five-page description of the Buddha's story, Flaubert put emphasis on the

legendary and moral aspects of the Buddha, which corresponds with some ofthe

contemporary Buddhist studies. E. BumoufsWWW

 

48Chicago Catalogue, p.234

49When Mauris Denis invited Redon to participate in an exhibition ofCatholotic artists

in 1911, Redon refused see Chicago Catalogue, p.234

soGustave Flaubert, ”Temptation of Saint Antony,” translated by Kitty Mrosovsky, p.170

51Mead Musuem Monograph, p.7 or "Understanding was mine. I became the Buddha" in

Kitty Mrosovsky's translation, p. 170
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Indian (Paris, 1844) was the most important reference for Flaubert52 In Burnoufs book,

the moral, practical system ofBuddhism is compared with the metaphysical speculation

ofBrahmanism. Learned from Burnouf, Flaubert also stressed the merciful and

compassionate characters ofthe Buddha who searched for spiritual enlightenment and

aimed to free all beings from sufferings.

From the captions ofRedon's two Buddhist lithographs produced in 1895 and 1896, we

can get close to the basic ideas that attracted Redon to Buddhism. The caption ofthe

first version ofthe Buddha lithograph of 1895:W

Wang, implied the Buddha as a sophisticated, knowledgeable, and intelligent

seeker who searched for spiritual truth. The caption ofWof 1896 for his third

album ofthe IemntatinnnfSaintAnthnny; lntelligencehesamemineLmeethe

Buddha. heightened the moment when the Buddha achieved Enlightenment, Nirvana.

Although his captions only intended to create a sort of enigmatic beauty without any

absolute definition”, the two captions ofBuddhist lithographs which Redon quoted from

Flaubert's text suggest that Redon was more concerned about the intellectual and

enlightened aspects of the Buddha and regarkd him as a spiritual seeker.

Fascinated by Flaubert's powerfully suggestive descriptions ofthe imaginary deities,

Redon's four images ofBuddha produced during 18905 echo the one Flaubert created in

histext. hkmpiafinuflSalnLAthnLtheBuddhafirstappearedtoAnthonyasa

nakedman:

"Poised behind him, a large halo quivers. The small curls of his hair,

black with blue lights, cluster symmetrically around a protuberance on top

of his skull. His very long arms run straight down his sides. His two

hands rest, palms up, flat on his thighs. The undersides of his feet offer

 

52Kitty Mrosovsky's introduction, p.42

S3Chicago Catalogue, p. 180. Redon warned Mellerio not to overinterpret his captioned

prints, claiming that the only purpose ofthese captions was to "produce in viewers

an..attraction for the obscure and cerebral world ofthe indeterminate-and to prepare

their mine..." see a 1898 letter to Mellerio



the image of two suns; and he- Etrlrys complete still-facing Anthony and

Hilarion, with all gods arranged in echelons around him on the rocks, as if

on the steps ofa circus." (Flaubert, p. 167)54

The sinister contours, the monstrous appearance, the mysterious vagueness and the

atmosphere of hallucinatory anxiety seen in Redon's Buddha images of 18905 all echo

Flaubert's paragraph with its disquieting visionary suggestiveness. Besides, some

elements from the text also appeared in Redon's prints in one way or another, such as the

sun, the long straight arms and the hand flat on the thighs.

However, Redon was an unyielding defendant for his absolute artistic independence.

He never literally followed the words from the text, but knew well how to transform the

literary source into his own visual language. He explained that the relation between his

visual image and the literary was better to be described in the term "transmission”, or

”interpretation”, instead of "illustration”.55 It is true that the visual imagery and the

literary always interacted in an ambiguous and intriguing way in his art. The visual

metaphor may correspond to the literary to a certain extent but never necessarily the

same. The central issue of his pictorial strategy is to create a sense ofmystery and

equivocatr'on. "All I wanted to do", he said, "was to create a sort ofdiffuse, but

imperious, attraction toward the dark world ofthe indeterminate, as a way of

predisposing the spectator to think”56 In short, the literal material only served to fit to

his own mystic quest of suggestive imagination.

As a result, many visual elements ofRedon's four Buddha images produced in 18905

correspond with Flaubert's text, but some are altered or omitted The large halo, for

instance, is transformed into a sun-like disk in the versions of 1895, and into the radiant

sun in the later two prints. The image oftwo suns in Flaubert's text is transformed into a

 

54Kitty Mrosovsky‘ translation, p. 167

55sec Chicago Catalogue, the chapter onWp.194

56sec Jean Seznec, "Odlr’on Redon and Literature," p.287, in "French Nineteenth-Century

Painting and Literature," edited by U.Finke (Manchester), 1972
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white disc rimed by black circle suspended in his cloak and only appears in the versions

of 1895. Buddha's hands are palm-up, flat down on the thighs in the 1895 versions as

indicatedinthetext; while inthe1896printandthepastelbefore1900,hishandsare

palm-down instead The protuberance on his head is omitted in all these works. The

subtle differences between the works and source, differences between the works

themselves, demonstrate that Redon was inspired by the source but imaginatively

transformed it for the sake ofvisionary suggestiveness. Redon explained what he called

”suggestive art" by saying "...but I have also made it mine by a combination of disparate

elements juxtaposed and offorms transposed or altered which, free of any contingencies,

nevertheless have a logic oftheir own"57 So the visual ambiguity ofRedon's images

may first seem absurd and confused, but there are "logical" associations beyond the

imagery that need to be explored

While Flaubert'sWwas the major inspiration for Redon's

imagery ofBuddha, it definitely was not the only source. In a letter of 1895 to Maurice

Fabre, Redon admitted that he did not know much about Buddhism at the time, but he

had been acquainted with ancient Indian religions since 18605, especially Hinduism,

which share many ideologies with Buddhism. So in order to extend or intensify Redon's

notion ofthe Buddha as a spiritual seeker as the captions implied, we need to examine

his understanding ofIndian religions for further iconographical associations ofhis

Buddha images.

Redon's awareness ofancient Indian religions was initiated by the biologist Armand

Clavaud as early as 18605 at the time when French translations were rarely available. As

a close friend and intellectual mentor, in addition to Spinoza's pantheism, Darwin's

evolutionary theory, and contemporary literature ofEdgar Poe and Baudelaire, Clavaud

also introduced Redon to Hindu source of religious thought and poetry. In Redon's

 

SI’Goldwater, p.115
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Wof1897-1889, he recalled ofClavaud: "...11 me parlait des poemes

indous, qui'il admirait et adorait pardessus tout,..."-“8 Among those Indian literary texts,

RamayanaandWattracwdhim mostand inspiredhimto produce the works

likeMW(1883) and Sin ( 1893). Francis Jammes,

one ofRedon's friends, praised him as "sage dc l'Inde".59

Fascinated with Indian religions, Redon ofien integrated Oriental concepts into his

whole esoteric system, especially embodied in his 1891 album Snnges as a memorial to

Clavaud who had hanged himselfthe previous year. Ariane Durand relates the album

with Clavaud's interest in Oriental esotericism and his life and death She deciphered

many pictorial symbols inSam identifying them with the doctrines ofBrahmanism and

other Eastern beliefs. Based on Durand‘s research, the oriental references in Surges may

provide further insights into Redon's Buddha image. For instance, the long cloak ofthe

Buddha in 1895 print resembles the Tibetan garb ofthe archer in AnlondenjheAstml

IdoLjhnAnothensis (fig.5), the second plate ofthe album. In the latter plate, the archer

with the Tibetan garb and oriental features is identified as Sagittarius, a spiritual seeker,

who is "a cosmic symbol expressive ofthe complete man-he who is at once animal,

spiritual and worthy of his divine origin."60 Sagittarius, the symbol of “the complete

man', becomes the link between earth and heaven, implying a state oftension embodied

by its symbolic expression in the arc. According to Indian or Japanese tradition, the arc

symbolizes the achievement of spiritual illumination.61 As a result, inW

MAW;Sagittarius' holding the arch, seated in the broken globe floating

over "the water ofthe Prakrti,“62 implies that he has went through earthy suffering and

 

58Mesley, p.212

59from Francis Jammes ”Oeuvres vV. Genmeva 1978”, see Mesley, p.2

60Mesley, p.224

6'Arian Dlnand 1974, p.247-249 "...dans les traditions indiennes et japonaises, l'arc joue

un role primordiale dans l'atteinte de la realisation spirituelle." see Mesley, p.223

62Mesley, p.223
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attains the astral real ofthe primal divine light63 While in 1895 Buddha lithograph,

instead ofbeing in the astral divine globe which now transforms to an overlapped sun-

like disk hanging over his head, the Buddha's lower body is immersed in water,

suggesting his earth bound nature.

However, the haunted look ofthe Buddha in 1895 is closer to the figure in Them

masolitaminmniehtlandmned the second plate omight (1886) (fig.6). Both of

them also wear a similar long cowl garment Seen in isolation, me plate and its caption

are very ambiguous and enigmatic. But when these captions are viewed in the relation to

the whole, they take on a continuous significance. In fact, in this album, the captions

were all written by Redon in a kind ofprose poem, which revealed the artist's early

00110611152

In old age,/ the man was solitary in a night landscape] The lost angel

then opened black wings./ The chimera looked at every thing with terror./

The priestesses were waitingJ and the seeker was engaged in infinite

searching.

Here, the main theme is the searching for unknown truth. However, the man alone in a

night forest in the second plate seems still haunted by this world ofdarkness, in

correspondence to the sinister darkness of the Buddha. In the Buddha, the only light

source comes from the bright sphere limed by the dark circle, which seems to be drawn

to the swirl of his cloak. Unlike the abstract flatness ofthe divine disk over his head, the

sphere looks three-dimensional, solid, and 'real'. The same type ofthe sphere also

. Milk-x (fig.7), the fifth

plate fromW(1882). In this work, a universe is filled with spheres within

which float a human bust and 'celestial eyes', suggesting that the 'divine breath' or spirit is

 

permeated in all existence ofthe universe, and the mystery ofuniverse is to be explored

 

63Mesley, p.227
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by the 'eyes' ofthe soul.64 As a result, illuminated by the light ofthe sphere, Buddha

seems to embrace the mystery ofthe universe, echoing the caption ofplate,mm

WHowever, the head ofthe Buddha is still

shadowed without the illumination from the divine light which is rimed by a dark circle,

implying that he is not yet initiated In the second version ofthe print, his head is totally

immersed in darkness, which strengthens the 'dark night ofthe soul' of the Buddha who is

in his 'highest stage ofphysical evolution.” In short, in two versions ofthe 1895

lithograph, the Buddha's engaging in the spiritual searching corresponds to the overall

theme oftheNjght HoweverwithoutasenseoflossandfearseeninNigthheBuddha

shows the way toward the spiritual by embracing the wisdom ofthe universe.

Compared with the darkness ofthe previous version, the Buddha of 1896 for Flaubert's

third album, now comes into light. The divine disk is transformed into the radiant sun

shining on the top of his head Illuminated by the divine light, his face becomes intense

and piercing, unlike the trance looking in the previous print. The sphere disappears and

he no longer seeks to embrace anything in his cloak Moreover, unlike the weighty body

in the 1895 version, the Buddha now seems rising up, and his cloak sweeps off like a

snake coil. The serpent-like form is usually associated with the symbols ofdeath, evil

and chaos, which recalls the image ofthe Death inW

from the 1889 album115W(fig.8) However, the difference between the

two images is that while the Death is still immersed in darkness, the Buddha's has

touched the light ofthe divine Sun which symbolizes his attainment ofEnlightenment as

u t: indicates. So theBuddha,

giving his lower serpent-like body and the enlightened face, becomes in itself a union of

opposites, death and life, earth and heaven, dark and light. His ultimate attainment of

 

 

64Chichago Catalogue, p.224 and Mesley, p. 143,

65Mesley, p.261
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Enlightenment signifies the triumph of spirit over matter, death, and the evil ofdarkness;

thethemewillrepeatagainandagaininhislaterBuddhaimages.

The tension between the duality ofdeath and life, evil and divinity always fascinated

Redon The significance ofthe 1896 Buddha image stands out as a subtle transition from

his early nihilistic pessimism to his late positive optimism. In the early 18803 the half-

man and half-animal Centaur is the one to struggle with serpent, and the battle between

thetwoalwaysresultsinvainvictory, asseeninIhmmsmmlmmm

the sixth plate ofQn'gins (1883) (fig.9). The theme implies that the attempts ofthose

who without the divine spirit struggle with the serpent, or evil, are futile, and they are to

be mired in the cycle ofdarkness and illusion However in his late color works, instead

ofCentaur, the Sun God Apollo appears as a victorious warrior who reins his four horse-

chariot as it rushes upward; while the serpent, or Python, remained bound to the ground,

as seen inW(1912) and Day (1910-191 1) (figs 10-1 1). Apollo's heroic

triumph over Python implies that those who with divine Spirit will eventually conquer

the evil ofearthy darkness, breaking the cycle of rebirth, and ascends to the realm of

’Spiritual Eternity'. The human-serpent image ofthe Buddha seems to embody the battle

between Apollo and Python, by bridging the symbols ofheavenly light (divine sun on the

top) and ofearthy darkness (serpent coil ofhis lower body). His head reaching to the Sun

as a sigh ofEnlightenment signifies his spiritual triumph over matter and death, as

Apollo's triumph over Python. However, unlike Apollo as a divine god, the Buddha, as a

human being, needs to penetrate the mystery of the universe in order to touch the 'divine

breath' or spirit as the previous version implies. His sunken cheeks and skinny shape

emphasize that the ascetic suffering is a necessary approach toward Enlightenment,

Nirvana. The emphasis on the ascetic suffering by sacrifice of physical and sensual

pleasure is embodied in Redon's choice of black as a means to eliminate any sensual
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stimulation In a letter of 1913, he remarked "Black must be respected Nothing

adulterated it It does not give pleasure to the eyes and awaken no sensuality."66 The

elimination ofthe sensual stimulation and physical pleasure reminds Burnorfs concept of

Nirvana as ”absolute nothing".‘57

In the pastelmumof 1900, the color counterpart ofthe 1896

Buddha, the light is even brighter and more splendid The grim menace of darkness in

the previous works is moderated in favor ofbrilliant light and startling colors.

Illuminated by the blazing ofDivine Light, the message that Buddha as a spiritual seeker

who attains Enlightenment is manifested The new representation ofthe 1900 Buddha

while derived from his earlier lithograph is clearly part ofRedon's colorful and peaceful

late style.

 

66Hobbs, p.26

67Peiris, p. 169



Chapter Three : Buddha Imagery after 1900

From the Buddha images produced during 18905, we saw a subtle transition from the

melancholy suffering and sinister darkness of Buddha of 1895 and 1896 to the colorful

vividness ofBuddha of 1900. Afier 1900, all of his Buddha images embrace color and

take on an optimistic mood The monstrous look ofthe Buddha is replaced by a calm

and meditative monk, reading or walking in fanciful woods clothed with colorful flowers.

The works from this period include: LiflngBuddha(l903-l904), two versions ofBuddha

inflislauth0904 and 1905), Buddha(Sacredfleart) (1905), Buddhaflanderingamnna

Elm(1905), Buddha (before 1906), and an unknown work Deathgflthnddha

(1900). These post-1900 images ofBuddha not only represent as shift from the 'noirs' to

color but reveal a progression in his understanding ofBuddhism.

After 1890 onwards, Buddha is one ofa variety of religious and mystic subjects which

increased in number, either in "noir" or in color. Three lithograph series of 18903, for

instance, were all associated with religious or mystic messages in either implicit or

explicit way, such as Hinduism in Sgngea of 1891, pantheism inW

Anthony of 1896, and Christianity inWof 1899. At the same

time, the religious or mythological deities, like Christ, Orpheus, Apollo, Pegasus and

Buddha began to be explore in great number in oil and pastel, such as Sadnedflaangf

Christ (1895, Pastel) andW(1912, oil on canvas). The conversion to

color gives to his treatment ofBuddha and other religious and mythic figures a glorious

appeal.

28
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Two involvements in the 1890s contributed to Redon's choice ofreligious subjects and

the change ofhis style. The first ofthese was Redon's involvement with the young

painters who called themselves Nabis, founded in 1889. The Nabis, as Hebrew word for

"prophet”, were dedicated to spiritual and mystic issues, and were also fascinated by the

color and stylistic innovations ofGauguin Paul Serusier (1863-1927), Paul Ranson

(1864-1909), Pierre Bonnard (1867-1947), Edouard Vuillard (1868-1940), and Maurice

Denis (1870-1943) are the best known ofthis group. The admiration between the Nabis

and Redon was mutual. The young Nabi artists admired Redon for his ”very pure plastic

substance and very mysterious expression.”68 With Gauguin far way in Tahiti, they

looked to him as the leader oftheir generation, as Mauris Denis praised him: "the ideal of

the young Symbolist generation-Our Mallarme.“9 By being drawn into the group,

Redon had his eyes opened to the possibilities ofcolor and forms, and shared with them

the idealistic and concepts ofmystical syntheticsim, as focused in the works ofGauguin,

Serusier, and Ranson

Buddhism was part oftheir shared interests in synthetic religions. Gauguin, for

example, was the one who constantly shared his Oriental enthusiasm with Redon

According to Merete Bodelsen, Gauguin had been interested in Oriental art since 1888.

It was said that after he visited the Paris World Exposition of 1889, he was so impressed

by the arts ofCambodia and the Far East that he began to integrate the symbolic elements

from Hindu and Buddhist philosophies into his works, such as the Buddhist gesture in

W(1892) (fig. 12) and Nimna (1890) by making use of Buddhist

terminology in the title.70 ”All ofthe Far East”, Gauguin wrote about the Exposition

"the great philosophy written in letters of gold in all their art, all that is worth
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studying..."71 Redon knew Gauguin since the last Impressionist exhlbition in 1886 and

kept contact afierwards. When Gauguin was considering leaving for Oceanic island after

the Exposition, Redon exchanged opinions with him.72 Around the same time, another

Nabis artist, Paul Ranson also included a Buddhist image in his synthetic religious

subjectW0890-1812) (fig. 13). Although there is no written

documentation to indicate that Redon had seen any Buddhist art in 1889 World Fair, it is

more than likely that he saw the Oriental exhibition as he was in Paris at the time and

would have been drawn to it by discussions with his friends who were fascinated by

Oriental arts, like Gauguin and Ranson

Edouard Schure's Wales. a theosophical book published in 1889, provided

Redon and the Nabis a theoretical foundation for synthetic religion from the West and

East, and was an important inspiration for them to look more closely at Buddhism and

other Oriental religions. Like other theosophists, Schure sought to synthesize all types of

religious thought throughout history in an attempt to understand the esoteric meaning of

inner truth. In addition to western religions, Hinduism and Buddhism were discussed in

length in his book, as well as other articles. Redon's close fiiends, Paul Serusier and Paul

Ranson were professed in Theosophy and the avid fans of Schure's. Though Gauguin

would not consider himselfas a theosophist, he nevertheless revealed certain parallel

concepts with theosophical doctrine in some ofhis works, such asW73

While there is no direct evidence that Redon was acquainted with Schure's theosophical

ideas,74 the above noted interest in the work by his friends and the fact that Redon was
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commissioned to create a stage design for Schure's playWin the Theatre d‘art

makes it more than likely.75

The second important event which contributed to Redon's Oriental religious subjects

arises from his involvement with Edmond Bailly's occult circle in the early 18903.

Edmond Bailly' book shop was one ofleading occult center in the late 19th-century Paris.

His shop, the "Librarie de l'art independant", which combined a store, publishing house,

and exhibition hall, became a meeting place for literary figures, such as writers

Huysmans, Mallarme, Victor Emile Michelet, Villiers de l'Isle-Adam, the artists Henri de

Toulouse-Lautrec, Felcien Rops, and for the composers Debussy and Satie."‘5 Many of

Redon's friends and patrons belonged to the circle, and he also allowed a group of

pastels, drawings, and lithographs to be exhibited and sold these in March-April 1893.77

Edmond Bailly, who was also a theosophist, published the journalWinnas well

as a number of other occult magazines and books. These occult journals and books were

aimed at promoting the Theosophical brand of synthetic mysticism Claude Emile

Schuffenecker, a close friend ofRedon and Gauguin, was also interested in the

Theosophical writings ofMme Blavatsky and Annie Besant His cover design for

theosophist magazine LeIJmlaBlen (fig. 14), portrayed an oriental sage sitting beneath

the tree, demonstrates the importance of Indian philosophies for Theosophy.

In 18903, through the exchange ofoccult ideas in Bailly's Library and contact with

Gauguin and the younger members ofthe Nabi group, Redon became familiar with

The030phical doctrines and the Oriental mysticism. Around the same time, his friends,

critics, and patrons like Huysmans, Maurice Denis, Emile Bernard. Paul Serusier, Francis
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Jammes, were all experiencing a religious crisis and eventually converted to Catholicism

Redon must have been aware ofthis but he did not follow them in becoming an orthodox

monotheist Instead, he continued to struggle with the relationship between world

religious as a means ofdiscovering an ultimate truth common to the carried doctrines.

The Indian philosophy undoubtedly amused him most When his Bordeaux friend and

collector Gabriel Frizeau was uneasy about his faith, Redon recommended him to read

Wfor consolation78 Under those circumstances, it was understandable why

Buddhist motifs and other religious subjects became so important in his works after

1 890s.

Redon's interest in Theosophy coincided with a number ofpersonal crises which

probably contributed to a change in his attitude toward life and art in the end ofthe

century. For instance, those who most had been significant to his early career died within

the span of 15 years. These included Rodolphe Bresdin in 1885, Emile Hennequin

inl888, Clavaud in 1890, Mallarme in 1898, and Mme.Chausson in 1899. The sale of

the family house, Peyrelebade near Bordeaux where he spent his lonely childhood, in

1897 would also cut off his link with the past. Redon's son later recalled that the event

had been for Redon "a sort of deliverance: the rupture with the entire past ofdistress and

anguish, the end ofa nightmare, a bewitching spell"79 The loss ofhis past with all of its

psychological torment and isolation was accompanied by the discovery ofa younger

generation ofartists and fiiends who, like him, sought to go "beyond the object,

illuminating or amplifying it and lifiing up the spirit into the region ofmystery, into the

troubled zone ofthe lmsolved and its delicious disquiet..."80 His early career had taken

him through religious anxiety and satanic haunting imagery, but now be transformed it
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into the realm ofcolorful exultation and spiritual calmness. "In ceaselessly making

myselfmore objective I have since learned," he recalled in 1913, "with my eyes more

fullyopenonall things, that the life thatwe unfoldcanalso revealjoy. Ifthe artofan

artist is the song of his life, a grace or a melody, I must have sounded the note ofgaiety in

color.”31 All ofRedon's Buddha imagery afier 1900 reflected the new interest in color.

Although Redon was careful not to identify himselfwith any one religious group, there

are many parallels between contemporary Theosophical concepts and his works. For

instance, the religious syncretism that the theosophist Edouard Schure proposed may

have inspired the fusion ofBuddhist and Christian themes in some ofRedon's late work,

such as the similarities betweenWM(fig. 15) and Sacredflean

(Buddha) (fig 16). In his point view, Schure considered the Buddha as one ofgreat

initiates, but he did not include the Buddha in his chapters ofW The reason

was because ofthe special plan ofthe book. He explained that he only choose the

reformer, or initiate who represented ‘the doctrine ofthe Mysteries in a different aspect

and at another stage in its evolution"32 To him, the Buddha was overshadowed by

Pythagoras and Jesus Christ. On the one hand, he thought that the Buddha needlessly

repeated "the doctrine of reincarnation and evolution ofsouls" which he had already

developed in his discussion ofPythagoras."83 On the other hand, the Buddha offered

nothing different from "Jesus Christ, who promulgated for the West as well as the East,

the ideal of universal Brotherhood and Love.”84 While the Buddha was a minor figure in

the Wards, be emphasized the connection between the Buddha and Jesus Christ in

his articleMWand claimed that "the more one penetrates the hidden
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teaching ofesoteric Brahmanism and Hinduism, the more one realizes the close

connections between Buddha and Christ!“ Paul Carus'Wone ofthe

Buddhist references which Redon owned, was also written in a manner similar to

Schure's syncretic approach by proving a systematic comparison between teaching of

Buddha and Christ.“

Like Schure, Redon also fusedthe images ofBuddhaandChrist inSacdeeannf

(1111510895)de around 1906. In factthe latterwas initially calledSanmd

Hem, andthenrenamedBllddha87 The Buddharepcatsthebasic features of Sacred

Wthoughinamoresoberandsoftenedform. Butthethronehas

completely disappeared inBum A conspicuous addition is a purple and yellow lotus-

like flower shining at the lower left Fred Leeman pointed out the striking similarities

between Buddha and the passage about the Jesus' ”first great revelation" in Schure's Great

Inin‘mes: Jesus climbed over the hill ofNazareth, meditation upon the world around him,

and then he became aware of ”the sovereign truth of his inner world"

"This truth was dawning in his innermost self as a luminous flower that

emerges from a dark pond It looked like a growing radiance that

originated in himself when ever he was alone and meditated Then men

and objects, near or far, seemed transparent in their secret essence. He

read thoughts an beheld souls. "88

Here, the scene ofJesus' spiritual awakening is represented In this moment of

Enlightenment, Jesus‘ awareness of ”his inner most self as a luminous flower...” is

correspondent to Redon's remark ofthe Buddha who is ”with violet flowers at the left,

radiance at the heart"89 The lotus-like flowers, as a sign ofglowing heart, thus seems to

imply the blossoming ofBuddha's inner awareness and his spiritual illumination
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Moreover, the lotus flower, according to Buddhist iconography, symbolizes “the essential

natureofall humanbeingsandallthing,inprinciple impollutedbythemudofthe

samsara sphere, or by Delusion, and realized by attaining Enlightenment.”90 The notion

reinforces the spiritual purity and richness ofBuddha

The closed eyes, quiet meditation and introspective mood seen in Redon's pictures also

relates to Schure's account ofJesus' spiritual awakening. "He (Christ) closes his eyes; the

external world disappears. The seer contemplates the Truth by the light with floods his

being, making ofhis intelligence a flowing furnace."91 "Intense and sensitive souls need

silence and peace in order to blossom."92 Seen in this light, in the moment ofquietness

and meditative serenity, Redon's seer with eyes closed, either Christ or Buddha, is

immersed in his inner world in a state of spiritual tranquillity in order to be united with

the divine Truth Such pictorial representation is typical of Redon's religious motifs,

especially for those initiates.

By pictorially fusing the figures ofBuddha and Christ, Redon sought to demonstrate

the common characteristics between the two great spiritual teachers. The fusion ofthe

Western and Eastern religious figures corresponded to the universal spiritual which the

contemporary Theosophists promoted For example, Schure found that the establishment

of the universal brotherhood was the ultimate goal shared by Christ and Buddha

According to Schure, Christ was represented as a great initiate whose mission was to give

"his disciples a secret teaching which explained the first, revealing its inner meaning,

penetrating to the depths ofthe spiritual truths which he had gained hour the esoteric

tradition ofthe Essenes and from his own experience.”93 With his ”sublime compassion
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for humanity", he wanted to heal and save mankind from suffering, and bring hope and

life to all his brothers. To establish an ideal community ofuniversal brotherhoods was

his final goal for the mission, which had been taught by the tradition ofthe Essenes. The

Essenes were the schools ofprophets founded by Samuel—that is the Nabis—who saw

with ”inner eyes" and "were always kind, peaceful, and ofthe highest food faith in their

relations."94 Instead of fulfilling his wish ofthe establishment ofthe brotherhood

community, the greatness ofhis love and compassion was culminated by sacrificing

himselfon Crucifixion for the salvation of all human being. The Crown of Thorns in

Redon's Christ motifs thus can be understood as the symbol of Christ's loving suffering

In short, it is the selfsacrifice for ”the ideal ofthe universal brotherhoods and love" that

Schure associated Christ with Buddha Given his fiiendship with the Nabis of 18903,

Redon might have been aware ofand transformed these characters into his Christ and

Buddha imagery. So Redon, like Theosophists, also tended to bring the world religions

as one in order to find the inner unity beneath the esoteric diversity ofhuman religions.

InhislettertoDenisin 1911 asaresponsetothe misunderstandingthatDenishad

made ofsome ofhis religious subjects, Redon explained his synthetic subjects explicitly.

He replied

"Because you insist on my sending what you call a ”subject.” and you

specially assign to me an interpretation of the fugue of Christ, of some

lines from the Apocalypse, I cannot participate in the exhibition that you

outlined for me. I want no misunderstanding,...above all [ I do not want]

people to forget the total neutrality I have always maintained as far as the

meaning and implications of all my work are concerned-whenever their

designation was not specially asked for. Art has on other end or purpose

thanartitseltlandthebestofmineisundetermined Artcannever

specially support the propaganda of a belief or a cult, or for that matter,

the realization of a social idea I have sometimes made a Venus, or an

Apollo without wanting people to become pagan; I have also represented

Buddha; and that image, and its symbol, still move the hearts of an
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innumerable part of mankind, aid those subject (if one can call them

subjects) are as sacred to me as the other.“95

Thus, Redon's syncretism was based on a belief in ”equality ofhuman religious

convictions."96 To him, all religious subjects were equally sacred In his works, the

deities, or initiates might appear in different forms and names, but the purpose remained

the same: to serve "Art” itself by evoking the deepest emotion ofhuman soul. In this

aspect, Redon's synthetic type of religious subject recalled the ultimate goal of

Theosophy in the sense that they both aimed to reveal the esoteric doctrines ofall

religions in order to penetrate the secret ofhuman spirituality, as Schure stated "Those

great prophets, those powerful figures whom we call Rama, Krishma, Hermes, Moses,

Orpheus, Pythagoras, Plato and Jesus, appeared before me in a homogeneous group.

How diverse in form, appearance and color! Nevertheless, through them all moved the

impulse ofthe eternal word To be in harmony with them is to hear the Word which was

in the Beginning. It is to know and experience the continuity of inspiration in history as

an historical fact. ”97

In the light of religious syncretism,W(1903/1904) (fig. 17) and the second

version ofBuddhainhislomh (1905) (fig. 18) echo those with similar pictorial

presentation, especially those ofOrpheus motifs, in the sense that they all present an

idealized spiritual seeker with closed eyes meditating among flowers. The pictorial

similarities between Buddha and Orpheus suggest that there are some underlying

essences shared by two initiates.

InWandBuddhajnhislduth, both show Buddha in profile surrounded

by flowers. They close their eyes in serene contemplation, with an aura of spiritual

awareness, as seen in Samedfiean However, there are some differences between them.
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InLhdngBmflhathefiguretendstosmelltheflowersbesidehim,andtheflowersare

rendered quite realistically and recognizable. While inWthe figure is

isolated from the floral background, which is explored into the colorist explosion without

any specific flower. These distinctions will lead to different interpretations between the

two works.

In a variety of Orpheus motifs, Orpheus of 1905 (fig19) is among the few that show

the figure in profile with eyes closed and the flowers rendered realistically, the same

visual treatment as seen in Lha'ngBuddha According to Schure, Orpheus represented an

aesthetic initiate, the ideal poet and musician He characterized Orpheus as "father of

mystics, musical savior ofmen.. sovereign Orpheus, immortal and thrice-crowned, in

hell, on earth, and in heaven..the great initiator ofGreece, the ancestor ofpoetry and

music, conceived as revealers of eternal truth"98 Orpheus became the symbol of

aesthetic inspiration and harmony. His music pacified animals and animated trees and

flowers; his art was an expression of the harmony ofthe universe. Through his music and

poetry, Orpheus revealed sacred mysteries of universal Truth to all being: joy, love and

beauty.99 In Orpheus of 1905, the musician with his lyre floating in the sky seems to

spread his enchanting voice throughout the world and stimulate the blossoming ofthe

flowers. The consonance ofmusic and nature is stressed As the emphasis on the aural

enchantrnent in Orpheus, Buddha's smelling offlowers in ijingBuddha shows another

kind ofsensory evocation-scent. Most importantly, the theme by smelling flowers also

implies that the pictorial art depends on a correspondent sort of sensory stimulation-

color. To Redon, flowers serve to evoke the sensory beauty ofcolor and light, as he

described them as "fragile scented being, admirable prodigies of light"100 This explains

why in his lac decorative painting, the flowers became the dominant element.
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Moreover, Buddha's smelling offlowers, as the artist's embracing color and light,

symbolizes the harmonious unity ofpictorial art and nature. It is clear that the Buddha is

no longer an ascetic seeker in the "noir" style to reject the sensual pleasure, but now

knows well how to appreciate the sensory beauty out ofthis world ofnature. The notion

is also shared by Schure's Orpheus when the initiate encourages the disciple to ”penetrate

the sources of life and light."“’1 However, the closed eyes ofBuddha and Orpheus

suggest that the seeker has to transcend the sensory stimulation by turning oneself into

the spiritual meditation so that the eternal Truth will be initiated in the inner light.

OntheotherhandinBlKldhtinhliXmmthefigmemlongerhastheconmctwith

flowers as seen inWbut keeps himselfaway fiom floral surrounding. The

profile figure in a monk-like garb resembles to the one in Monkfieadingmlsace) (1905-

1909) (fig.20). The 'worldly' costume indicates their earth bound youth Besides, both

pictures show the floral background which is fused into colorist patches. In Monk

Reading, the book with Alsace printed on it results in some speculations between

scholars. ‘02 Roger James Mesley assumed that the book referred to some mystic

writing around 18903.103 Seen in this light, the contemplative monk with eyes closed

suggested that he has removed from the reading to be absorbed in his mystic meditation.

The colorist patches ofthe background without any specific floral implies that his

thought is beyond the earthy thing into cosmic realms, as the set ofsteps to the right of

the figure which leads to the blue sky suggests. If we viewWas a

succession ofLhdngBuddha the former will take on the same significance as that of

Alsace. Surrounded by the suggestive mist ofthe floral background, the young Buddha

with eyes closed seems to remove himself from external surrounding into his aesthetic or

spiritual contemplation which leads to mystical union with the eternal anth. The scene
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thus echoes the moment ofChrist 's spiritual awakening: "when closed his eyes, the

external world disappears. The seer contemplates the Truth by the light with floods his

being, making ofhis intelligence a flowing furnace."m4

As a result, inWandWthe release from physical

confinement into the spiritual realm is essential for the young Buddha's meditation, so as

Orpheus' and Christ's. However, the severed head ofOrpheus which Redon presented in

most of his Orpheus painting indicates that it is only in death that the musician could be

released from physical imprisonment and merge his spirit with the universe, as seen in

WOW)andthcul‘t(afier 1913) (figs.21 & 22). In Greek

myth, Orpheus'deathwasduetothemadnessofthe Bacchanteswhowerejealousofhis

eternal love. His death thus becomes the triumph ofhis music and love because when he

does die, he escapes the cycle of rebirth and becomes immortal. Schure's Orpheus does

say that it is through love that "I searched death to find life; and beyond life I saw the

limbus, the souls, the transparent spheres and the ether ofthe gods."105 Orpheus also

foresees his death: "But the hour for confirming my mission by my death is come. Once

more I must descend into Hell to ascend into Heaven.” ‘06 Apollo, the god ofthe

intellectual and the aesthetic, to whom Orpheus' music was dedicated, also manifests the

triumph ofthe creative spirit and aesthetic over matter and chaos by his conquest over

Python, the evil ofdarkness. As Redon finds in the victory of Apollo the triumph of

spirit and aesthetic, in the death ofOrpheus the triumph ofmusic and love, as well as in

Christ's Crucifixion the triumph ofthe universal compassion, Buddha's spiritual triumph

will manifest in other three works, the first version ofBllddhajnhislmlth ( 1904).

WOW”,andBrlddha(l906)-
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In these three works, the Buddha with floral motif recurs. The figtne is either sitting

orwalkingamongtheabundantlandscapeofflowersandwoods. Whilethesearemore

elaborately decorative; they are also narrative, and iconograpically complex

In the first version ofW(1904) (fig.23), Redon portrayed Buddha as

a seated monk-like sage meditating under the tree along the stream to the left. According

toBuddhist legends, afierGautamarealizedthattheascetic life couldnotensurethefinal

Enlightenment, he decided to return to a more natural life. He first accepted the meal

from a village maiden Then he bathed in a nearby river-a symbol ceaseless flowing

occurrence- and greatly refreshed in body and spirit. With a new insight and

determination, he meditated under a nearby fig tree (later called Bodhi tree as Tree of

Wisdom or Enlightenment) in a cross-legged lotus posture. After conquering the

temptations from demon by the virtue of his charity and wisdom, he attained

Enlightenment 107 The stream, the tree, the cross-legged posture, all appear in Redon's

painting. However, the narrative scene and the profile human-like Buddha are so

different from the traditionally formalized icon ofthe Buddha as an idol-like deity that

again demonstrated the literary sources only serve as imaginary inspiration. It is through

his apt fusion of Buddhist doctrines with his own personal visual metaphors that the

Buddha image was aimed to evoke a kind ofspiritual suggestiveness.

Unlike the colorist mist of landscape in the 1905 version, Buddhainhiaxdmh of 1904

shows a recognizable landscape. The tree landscape presented in the 1904 version can be

traced back to his early landscape drawing. As early as in the middle 18603, the Hennit

W(1866) (fig24) shows a solitude reading beneath the tree. The Emma

WOW)(fia25) portrays a sleeping woman under the tree.

The Emhamedfiomst (1875) (fig.26) shows a mysterious figure holding a scroll who
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standsbesidesthetreeattheedgeoftheriver. Intheseearlydrawings,thenatural

phenomena, the tree, grass, rock, and water, were all treated naturalistically. It is said

that the possible sources for landscape were at Peyrelebade or Barbizon108 However,

the originality ofRedon, in his own words, is to consist "in bringing to life in a human

way improbable being and making them live according to the laws ofprobability, by

putting, as far as possible, the logic ofthe visible at the service ofthe invisible."109 To

Redon, the natural landscape presented in these works, is to evoke an imaginary world of

the visionary enchantment In these landscapes, tree is an indispensable element.

Beneath the tree, Redon's figures read, sleep, or meditate. No matter how the themes

vary, the tree isalwaystreatedvertically andiscutofl‘atthetopbythe frame. Thetree

becomes the link between earth and sky, the physical world and the spiritual realm In a

letter of 1894, Redon wrote to his patron Andre Banger concerning the tree and his life in

Paris:

”Le soir meme j'ai quitte Paris fatigue d‘un sejour en ville trop long.

Qui saura jamais les efforts que j'ai faits depuis trente ans pour y vivre

loin des arbres et de la nature inconscientel...Mais enfin, i1 fallait bien

faire socialement quelque chose, et sans unl doute, Paris a du born nus

en disons du mal, mais il donne a l'artiste la direction de l'effort,

l'analyse de son moi."110

From the letter it is clear that Redon associated the tree or nature with the unconscious,

fiwdom, the creative spirit, in contrast with the analytical consciousness ofearthy life.

On the one hand, the tree embodied the primitive force of nature. On the other hand, the

tree became the metaphor of spiritual aspiration and transcendence. Its duality embodied

the evolution of humankind's consciousness. InW

the sleeping woman in her unconscious state seems to sink back into the unconscious
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life ofnature embodied by the tree. ”1 While, the figure reading or holding the sacred

scrollbeneaththetree,asthe counterpartofthe sleepingwomamrepresentsthe

subsequent moment ofhuman spiritual evolution through the possession of nature's

secmtasseenmflennitjnlmmandfimhamflfiamnz Inanycase,beneaththe

tree each figure seems to search the way towards spiritual illumination.

InBuddhajnhiaXththetree istreatedasnanrrallyasitisintheearlierworks. In

fact, itisthemostnaturalisticthinginthepainting, itstopisagaineutoffbythefiame.

Thenaturaltreatmentofthetreeremindsthefactofreality;whileitsreachingtothesky

implies the link to spirituality. The seated Buddha meditates beneath the tree, as if he

communed with the mystery of nature, the dawn ofconsciousness. While the flowers

were rare intheearlylandscapedrawings, theBuddhais nowsurroundedbyaburstof

flowers. There are two types offloral in the painting, the fantastic and the natural. The

lower the more recognizable and natural; the higher the more fantastic and ethereal. Like

the tree, the two types of floral also associated with the evolution of consciousness. In

his early works, the flower growing from the earth, is usually superimposed with a sad

human face, implying its consciousness ofbeing bound to the earthy darkness, as seen in

W(fig27). Such head-flower symbolized the soul

evolving from matter. 1 13 However, to those hovering flowers, they look more fantastic

and buoyant, as the vapor ofthe soul. In another Buddha pastel,WM

Redon wrote: "Sous un arbre d'ou tombent des fleurs lunaires, le Bouddha est tombe; ces

fleurs vont a lui comme unejonchee lumineuse."“4 To Redon, these fantastic flowers,

or ‘fleurs Iunaires‘ as he called, represent ajoyful and spiritual state of pure nature which
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is "the soil ofart itself,the goodearthofthe real, harrowedandtilledbythe spirit."”5

The fantastic floral hovering up to the sky symbolizes their breaking fiom the earth

confinement into the astral realm The contrast ofthe two types offlowers thus evokes

the visionary metaphor ofa correspondent sort-the Buddha's releasing from earthy

darkness into the astral realm of spirituality. Immersed in the visionary color of spiritual

sunomdingtheBuddhawitheyesclosedseemsabsorbedininnerawarenessinastateof

spiritual bliss and attends Enlightenment, Nirvana. The Buddha‘s seated posture

reinforces his attainment ofEnlightenment His spreading legs and palm-down hand are

most specific and believable, in the manner close to traditional Buddhist enlightenment

gesture. According to Buddhist iconography, the palm-down gestures, so-called earth-

’I‘ouching mudra, refers to the Buddha's Enlightenment by pointing his fingers to the

ground as a symbol to call for Earth as witness that he has attained Enlightenment after

conquering the temptations ofDemon, as seen in one Buddhist statue from Thailand

(fig.28). 1 “5 However Redon did not strictly follow the traditional standard ofBuddha

imagery; instead, his portrayal of Buddha‘s Enlightened posture in profile only to evoke a

sort of spiritual suggestiveness through aptly fusing ofBuddhist and personal metaphors.

It is in the Buddha's Enlightenment scene that Redon again demonstrated his personal

optimistic faith, the triumph of spirit over matter, evil and death Besides, the possible

sources ofthe Earth-Touching mudra might come from his friend Gauguin who had

applied this mudra to his works likeMW(1892). Dietrich assumed that

Gauguin could have seen this mudra in photographs ofthe Borabadur frieze. ‘ 17

The significance of Enlightenment scene is that in the intrinsic nature ofthe

enlightened Buddha, Redon found an ideal model as a merciful intermediary between

man and the world of nature, as well as between spirituality and reality. Every detail in

 

115Odion Redon, "To Myself,” p.99

"6 see E.Dale Saunders, ”Mudra,” (New York: Bollingen Foundation,l960) p.80-84

“7Mesley, p.302
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the painting serve to evoke these complex relationships. In terms of style, the tree and

the figure are rendered naturalistically. Some flowers are fantastic, while some are more

natural. The Buddha, seated under the tree with the Earth-Touching mudra, implies that

the accomplishment ofhis spiritual quest has to be done in this world of reality. The

Buddha portrayed as a monk-like figure, stress the potential ofthe human soul for

spiritual illumination The fusion ofBuddha with a visionary floral echoes the

harmonious consonance ofBuddha with all beings in a state of spiritual bliss. In short,

the theme points to the fact that the spiritual peace should not be excluded from the

natural world; it occurs in the presence ofthe natural world, in the presence of reality.

Once one realizes how to transcend material being into spiritual perfection by virtue of

meditation and inner vision (as closed eyes imply), the Enlightenment is achieved The

notion of the unity ofthe material and the spiritual which Redon stressed in his picture,

on the one hand, well corresponds to one ofthe Buddhist famous doctrines: ”the only

remedy for evil is healthy reality."118 On the other hand, the spiritual transcendence of

human's consciousness echoes Schure's account ofPythagoras' philosophy that divine

perfection is at once the cause of involution and the goal of evolution: "divine insight

which allows one to see the spheres of life and ofthe science in a concentric order, to

understand the involution ofthe mind in matter through universal creation, and its

evolution, or its reascent to unity through this individual creation, which is called the

development ofconsciousness. "1 19 The concept of "evolution of souls” is the shared

character which Schure links Buddha and Pythagoras.

The landscape not only appeared in Buddha's motif, but became the dominant element

in Redon's late religious themes. Two versions ofmmof 1910 and 1914, are

among them (figs.29 & 30). In both paintings, the Christian martyr is posed in front

 

118Mesley,p. cited by Dietrich, A Study of Symbolism in the Tahitian painting ofPaul

Gauguin,1891-l893, p. 153

‘ 19"Great Initiates," p.278
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against the tree. They both treat the tree natualistically with cut offofthe top, implying

the like between the earth and the spiritual, like Redon's other works. While, the

distinction between the two is the different treatment of flowers. Compared with the

1910 version, the floral in the 1914 painting becomes more decorative and fanciful. The

flowers are no longer a number ofsmall dots spreading on the ground as the previous one

did, but transformed into the visionary color hovering around the Saint. If the ground-

spreading floral and the ominous sky in the 1910 version stress the martyrdom ofthe

saint, the floating ofthe fantastic floral and the ornamental colors suggest that the

spiritual now surrounds the saint, freeing him from earthy suffering, and leading him to

unite with divine light The tree metaphor and the contrast ofthe two types offloral

again take on the same spiritual significance as inmmwhich help to

understand the underlying meaning ofRedon's works.

In comparison with the emphasis on Buddha's spiritual awakening in Buddhajnhis

19111110904), Buddha's compassion for human kind an his devotion to a teaching

mission were stressed inW090”(fig.31) and Buddha

(I906) (fig.32). Basically, the two pictures share composition and figural elements. In

both paintings, Buddha appears as a monk-like figure walking in a floral landscape. The

'Walking Buddha' also appears in Buddhist art, as a wanderer and missionary teacher, like

the one from Ihafland, (fig.33). ‘20 Compared with the early study for the Walking

Buddha motif in 1890-1895 (fig.34), the monk-like figure in the post-1900 versions look

more Oriental, and 'humanized'. In the early drawing, the Buddha with open book

walkinginthewoods implies thatthe laws ofnature hadbeen revealedtohim Agrand

halo on the head indicates his sublime divinity and the perfection of his wisdom, as the

Christ image seen inWWhile in the later versions, the figure lets

the suggestive gestures to make the point. The left gesture is most ambiguous and

 

12°Rose, p. 105
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curious: the hand raising up with palm outward and fingers straight except the junction of

the indexwiththethumb. Doesthis gesture has any specific metaphor? Isthis gesture

used to suggest the perfection ofBuddha's wisdom and the spiritual, by ajoining circle of

the thumb and the index, the form ofcomplete and perfect? Or it refers to the Buddhist

teaching mudra, And-1n, (fig.35), as a symbol ofthe accomplishment ofhis teaching?121

Nomafierwhatthestafl‘inhisrighthandsuggestshis longteachingjourney.

However, the two paintings also show the striking differences. The pose ofthe

Buddharemainsthesame,butthefaceisdifferent. Inthe1905 version,theface iscalm,

content and smiling, while in the 1906 version, the face becomes more serious and

solemn The stereotype oftree remains, again as a symbol ofspiritual aspiration and

transcendence, but the location is different The earlier version shows that Buddha is not

far away fiom the tree behind him The bloom ofthat tree implies his spiritual richness.

It is as ifBuddha had risen from his meditative pose seated beneath the tree to begin his

walking and teaching. Surrounded by the dense, fantastic color and blossoms, the

Buddha with serene smile seems content with the benefit he had brought to all beings

surround him by releasing them from earth darkness into pure spirit. On the other hand,

the latter version shows the figure and the tree set apart on each side of the picture. The

luxurious floral landscape disappears. Instead, in front ofhim is a rather barren

landscape except a couple ofplants on the ground A cloud ofvisionary floral forms

hovering over his head represented as the sign of the divine spirit which he is going to

bring to this lost land to save it from death, decay and the cycle ofsamsara. The link of

the tree in bud with the ethereal floral suggest the potential for the spiritual

transcendence of all beings. As a result, even though the pictorial presentations are

different, both paintings suggest that the Buddha after he has already seen Nirvana, still

 

121see Alistair Shearer, "Buddha: The Intellegnet Heart,” (London: Thames and

HuSton,l992), p.50
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remainsonearthinordertoteachthe Lawtoall beings. Hisgreatcompassion recallsthe

concept of "ideal ofuniversal brotherhood and love" which Schure connects Buddha with

Christ

In his late Buddha works, we have seen repeatedly that Redon infused Schure's

theosophical ideas with his own beliefs and symbols. The fusion ofBuddha and other

religious or mythological figures in his works was correspondent with Theosophical

syncretism However, the Buddha images undoubtedly embodied certain distinct

characteristics, which draw Redon to choose this Oriental initiate as a subject.

According to Schure, the greatness ofthe Buddha resides "in his sublime charity, in his

moral reform and in the social revolmion he brought about through overthrowing the

ossified castes"122 But in terms oftheoretical contribution, he declared that Buddhism

add nothing to the esoteric doctrine ofthe Brahmans; it only revealed certain parts ofthe

latter. "Its psychology is fundamentally the same,” he claimed, ”though it follows a

different path"123 Redon had long been familiar with Brahman doctrines since Clavaud

introducedhimtoI-Iinduismin l860sanhealsohadthesamesourcesasSchure,suchas

WNWTheBuddhistdoctrines, likekarma,nirvana,dharma(the

law), samsara (the endless round of existence), and others, which derived from

Brahmanism, would also he know to Redon However, it was the recognition ofthe

'different path' between Brahmanism and Buddhism that would efl‘ect the whole out look

and perspectives of his Buddhist works after 1900s.

The distinction between Hinduism and Buddhism which Schure indicated stemmed

from a different approach toward Nirvana. InW(1889),

Blavatsky had articulated explanations on this point. Generally speaking, in both

Hinduism and Buddhism, Nirvana means to attain the highest state of spiritual bliss by

 

122"Great Initiates,” p.509

more concepts were elaborated in Schure's article "La legende de Bouddha", in "Review

des Deux Mondes", July I, 1885, cited from ”Great Initiates", p.509
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the effort ofescaping fiom the wheel ofreincarnation (samsara). However, in the

I-Iinduist point ofview, in order to attain Nirvana, the individual soul (Atman) has to free

itself from all forms ofexistence, including all passions and desires, and identify itself

with the Absolute, "Supreme Divine Spirit" in the state ofabsolute annihilation. When

this state ofspiritual transcendence is reached , the passionless peace ofNirvana is

attained However, to absorb in Absolute, one has to make endless efl’ort of meditation

leading to right action, such as the emancipation ofHinduism doctrines (the way of

Knowledge) and the practicing ofthe ritual activities (the Way of Work). 124 At this

point, the emphasis on the emancipation ofknowledge and physical suffering to reach the

spiritual as seen in Redon's four "noir" works was closer to Hinduism.

On the other hand, for Buddhists, to achieve Nirvana is something more than 'right

knowledge' and 'right ritual activities'. The Buddhist point ofview is that everything is in

a state of endless 'becoming' and there is no eternal 'Being' or 'Absolute' as Brahman

called it. To stop the wheel of rebirth, it is karma not the soul that matters. All that

passedoverintothenextbirthwasthekannathathadbeencollectedinthislife; livingin

compassion and charity was the way to collect the good karma in this life. As a result,

the Buddhists refused to commit themselves to the doctrine of annihilation, as Blavastsky

declared that Buddhism "is the very opposite ofpersonal annihilation."125 For Buddhists,

the wisdom to attain Nirvana must first start with this world ofreality, then transcend the

visible into the realm ofthe invisible Divine spirituality, and remain there for ever in the

sate of spiritual bliss; "that is the end of his participation in the universe, at least in this

inconceivable cosmic cycle." ‘26WMandWare

 

124E.O. James, "History ofReligions," (London: The English Univerisities Press) p.70-79

125Joscelyn Godwin, "The Theosophical Enlightenment,” (Albany: State University of

New York Press,l944) p.325-326, Blavatsky's Buddhism belongs to Mahayana since she

had friends from China which is her sauces ofBuddhsim

126Gorlwln, p.331
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examples for this aspect since they both emphasize that spirituality illumination is

achieved by transcending the sensory evocations ofthis world The other alternative is to

renounce Nirvana and be content with reincarnation again and again until the end ofthe

cycle, in order to benefit all beings. The great sacrifice ofthe Buddha and Bodhisattvas

was the example ofthis kind, who reincarnated again and again in order to preach the

Law for human salvation, as seen inWandBuddha of

1906. However in the early study, the walking Buddha implied that the Law is that of

Nature or the Nature ofHumanity. As a result, Redon‘s Buddha imagery corresponded

what the contemporary theosophist H. P. Blavatsky called the Buddha ofCompassion the

very incarnation ofwisdom and love, the two greatest elements in the universe: wisdom,

which is the supreme vision, knowledge from recollections of the past and forms part of

Nature's law; and love, impersonal and majestic, leading to the sacrifice ofselfeven

when on the very threshold of nirvana. 127 It is in Buddha that Redon or Blavatsky found

in a self-sacrifice of the human being the highest spiritual evolution on earth for his

embracing ofwisdom and love which makes him so holy and exalted This was the

ultimate goal that both Redon and Blavatsky were longing for. Moreover the

comprehension ofBuddha as a compassionate living initiate explained why Redon

portrayed Buddha as human monk in his post-I900 works, in contrast to the monstrous-

look in his early "noir" works. To add a subtitle Idol for Buddha about 1900 is an

evidence. Seen in this light, Redon‘s Buddha imagery after 1900 is not for worship, like

the idol-like Buddha statue in traditional Buddhist works, but a human being with great

compassion and wisdom aims to flee all beings from the cycle of Samsara into the light

ofNirvana.

 

127Purucker, p.519



Conclusion

It has been demonstrated in the preceding chapters that the essential theme ofRedon's

images of Buddha is that of a mystic quest for the spiritual. By deliberately employing

the esoteric sign in his works, each image, though enigmatic, takes. on its own

significance. When these images are viewed in the relation to the whole, they also

represent a continuous theme. In the 1895 version, it showed that the Buddha as a seeker

who sought to embrace the wisdom of universe for initiation In 1896 version, the

Buddha embodied the duality between spirit and matter, evil and divine, dark and light,

death and life. He struggled to free himself from evil of darkness and eventually to rise

toward union with a divine spirit. Buddha's spiritual triumph thus ended up the

nightmarish anguish of the ‘noir' style. The pastel Buddha'alinlizhtenment about 1900

preluded the colorful decoration of post-1900 Buddha imagery. In IheLiyinanddha of

1903/1904, the theme by evoking the sensory stimulation of floral implied the fact that to

awaken all the senses and transcend them to a total aesthetic experience. IheBnddhajn

hislmrth of 1905 reinforced the point that through inner meditation, let it be spiritual or

aesthetic, will lead to mystical union with eternal divinity. In the first version ofBuddha

inhialmrth of 1904, at the dawn of spiritual consciousness, the Buddha attained

Enlightenment The early study ofWalking Buddha showed that the Buddha who with

hisperfectwisdomacquiredthelawofnature,hadbeencrownedwiththelightof

divinity.WWWpresented Buddha as a compassionate

savior who was content to be reincarnated again and again in order to benefit all beings

by preaching the Law. Wof1906 showed his determination to save the

51
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desolated world from sufi‘ering, illusion and samsara To Redon, it is in the perfect

wisdom and the sublime compassion that Buddha had accomplished the highest spiritual

evolution on earth From the series ofBuddha images, it is as if the passage ofBuddha's

searching for spirituality flom an ascetic seeker to the enlightened one was also Redon's

who pursued his own personal passage towards Enlightenment, through the forms of

artistic expression from "noir" to color.

However, Buddha was not the only spiritual model for Redon InW

themof 1906, by symbolic fusing ofBuddha and Christ images, it demonstrated

the synthetic approach in Redon‘s thought and works, which had afiinities with

contemporary Theosophy’s mystic unity ofworld religions as one. Like theosophists, in

the diversity of religious subjects, Redon sought to reconcile the entire religious tradition

ofthe East and West into a single system ofthought in an attempt to reach the esoteric

meaning ofhuman spiritual. However, as Flaubert's Saint Anthony had gone through a

period ofconfusion and anguish by confronting the parade ofworld religious figures, and

at the end found the peace in the pantheistic vision, Redon also searched for unity and

resolution to his internal conflicts through the diversity of religious subjects which

eventually ended up the sense of loss and bewilderment prevailing in his early "noir"

works. It is through the sense ofprofound despair and pain that both Redon and Flaubert

found their impulsive force to what was indeed an inextricably harmonized unity. In

another words, it is through the deep pessimism that an idealized hope of radically

renewed existence was emerged-such idealism was typical for those decadent

Symbolists in the Fin-de-Siecle period 128 But instead to explicitly express their pain or

hope, both Flaubert and Redon invested the personal symbols to evoke the suggestive

 

‘23 The subjective idealism derived from the profound pessimism was shared by most

Symbolist writers and artists, such as Huysman's "A Rebour” and Baudelaire's ”Les fleurs

du mal". see John R Reed, "Decadent Style,” (Athens: Ohio University Press, 1985)

p. 1-18 -
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ambiguity, especially those of the opposite tension between despair and hope, matter and

spirit, evil and divine, unconsciousness and consciousness, death and life; but the

spiritual was the ultimate triumph. The subjective idealism toward ultimate truth, thus

corresponded to contemporary theosophist Schure's motto— "Soul is the key to

turiverse.”129

In Redon's religious subjects, to release flom the physical imprisonment the light of

spirit has to be initiated in the tranquillity of inner vision As a result, the introspective

mood, the closed eyes, the quiet meditation, the serene calmness, are all the shared

characteristics by Redon's initiates, like Christ, Orpheus, and Saint Sebastian.

Although the initiates shared some similarities, each ofthem also showed the distinct

characteristics. Each religious or mythological figure represented a different ideal for his

spiritual quest. For instance, in death, Orpheus reached the triumph ofmusic and love.

Apollo‘s victory over Python symbolized the triumph of spirit and aesthetic over matter,

evil and death The Buddha with his compassion and love was a savior of all beings,

which at this point was synthesized with Christ. While Christ sacrificed himself on

Cross, the Buddha gave up nirvana and was contented to be reincarnated again and again

in order to benefit all beings. To establish an ideal society of brotherhood was the

ultimate goal for Christ and Buddha, so as Theosophy, Nabis and Redon. However in

Redon's point ofview, the distinction between Buddha and Christ is that the Buddha

asserted to live in this world of reality and transcend the sensory stimulation into the

mystic union with the eternal spiritual after he realized that the ascetic life and the

elimination of sensual pleasure could not ensure the Enlightenment. Redon's stylistic

transition from his early nightmarish pessimistic "noir" style to the late optimistic color

works shows the similar passage towards spirituality as that of the Buddha.

 

129"Great Initiates," from the preliminary page ofDedication
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Through the diversity of religious subjects, Redon was searching for his own faith

Each initiate mirrored the different path towards the spiritual There seems little doubt

that Redon saw his own works of art as a minor version ofthe spiritual passage, and his

ultimate mission as that ofcombining Eastern and Western wisdom to penetrate the

mystery ofthe soul.
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figure 1. Odilon Redon. BuddhdmsjakentdsdrmlSMmomthanthescholars

lithograph. 1895
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figure 2. Odilon Redon second version of '

lithograph 1895 -
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figure 3. Odilon Redon.
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lithograhph. 1896
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figure 4. Odilon Redon.WNWpastel. before 1900
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lithograph 1891figure 5. Odilon Redon.



 

lithograph. 1886Odilon Redon.figure 6
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figure 8. Odilon Redon lithograph 1889
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lithograph. 1883figure 9. Odilon Redon



figure 10. Odilon RedonWoil on canvas. 1912

 



figure ll. Odilon Redon Dny,(detail). distemper on canvas. 1910-1911
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figure 12. Paul Gauguin Idnumhalend, (flout view) 1892 (1')
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figure 13. Paul Ranson.W1890
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figure 14. Claude Emile Schuffenecker. cover illustration forWan, 1887
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pastel. 1895 or 1906figurelS. Odilon Redon.
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figure 16. Odilon Redon.Wanda)pastel, 1906
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figure 17. Odilon Redon. LirdnaBuddha pastel. 1903-1904
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Buddhajnhislamh oil. 1905figure 18. Odilon Redon
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figure 20. Odilon Redon MonkReadinngsam). oil on canvas. 1905-1909
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figure 21. Odilon RedonWES1900
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figure 23. OdiIon Redon . Buddhainhislmrth distemper on canvas. 1904
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charcoal. 1871figure 25. Odilon Redon.
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figure 26. Odilon Redon.W.charcoal and white gouache. 1875
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figure 27. Odilon Redon Mamhflmeahflumanandfiadflce lithograph. 1886
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figure 30. Odilon Redon Saimfifisn'an. oil on canvas. 1914
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pastel and oil. 1905figure 31. Odilon Redon.



figure 32. Odilon Redon Buddha pastel. before 1906
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figure 33.Wflom Thailand 6th-7th centuries A.D.
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king Buddha 1890-1895figure 34. Odilon Redon. study for Wal
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AD.

figure 35. Buddhist Teaching Mudra "An-I-In.” Detail of Yakushi. Japan. 7th century
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